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Abstract

Using survey data from Italy, we study the effects of the 2021 energy crisis on the energy input
choices of medium and large-sized industrial firms. Our instrumental variable (IV) strategy, based
on the availability of fixed-price contracts subscribed before the crisis, reveals an average infra-
annual price elasticity of demand very close to zero for both electricity and natural gas. Large
energy consumers subject to the European Emission Trading System (EU ETS) have significantly
larger natural gas elasticities and were able to partially substitute gas with other fossil fuels.
Surprisingly however, their elasticity to electricity prices is similar to that of other firms. We
finally show that in 2021 energy-intensive and EU ETS firms increased their final prices more than
other firms, but this differential effect was mitigated by the presence of fixed-price contracts.
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1 Introduction

In 2021 the swift post-Covid-19 recovery boosted world demand for natural gas. Yet, lower
than expected nuclear, wind and hydro-electric production, prevented the supply side from
completely meeting this rapid increase in demand, especially in the European Union (EU).
Beginning in the second half of 2021, the matter worsened when the rise in geopolitical
tensions caused a major decrease in Russian exports of gas to the EU. As a result of all of
these factors, the wholesale price of gas in the EU rose from around 30 euros per megawatt
hour in June 2021 to more than 100 in December 2021 (OECD, 2022), a level never seen
before. Due to the heavy reliance on gas for electricity production, gas price surges were also
transmitted to the wholesale price of electricity. After Russia invaded Ukraine in February
2022, the energy crisis significantly aggravated and it is still ongoing to this date.

There is great concern that this unprecedented rise in natural gas and electricity prices
could deeply hurt firms and EU economies more broadly. In a recent and widely discussed
policy paper, Baqaee et al. (2022) argue that the economic losses coming from a complete
and immediate halt of energy imports from Russia (which would trigger even higher price
increases) would be small, around 0.3 percent of GDP, with some heterogeneity across
EU countries.1 The moderate size of these effects crucially relies (among other things) on
calibrated price-elasticity of energy or gas demand.2 Despite its centrality in the policy
debate, there is little evidence to guide the choice of this crucial parameter in the current
context. While there are many estimates, thoroughly reviewed in Labandeira et al. (2017)
and used in macro studies, many of these precede year 2008 and most likely do not reflect
technical substitution possibilities. Also, the fact that some substitution of natural gas and
electricity is possible in normal times says nothing about substitution in the limit, when prices
rise to unprecedented levels (Geerolf, 2022).3 Furthermore, even in current meta-analyses, all
available elasticity estimates rely on yearly variations in prices, at least. Not much is known
about this parameter at shorter time horizons (below one year) where adjustment costs to
an energy shock could be substantial. Getting this parameter right is of crucial importance,
because small variations in plausible values for these elasticities can yield big changes in the
GDP loss estimates, ranging from 2 to 15 percent (Geerolf, 2022).

1All EU countries display effects lower than 1 percent of GDP, with the exception of Slovakia, Bulgaria (both
between 2 and 3 percent) and Lithuania (around 5 percent).

2This class of models employs CES technology, whereby the own-price elasticity of natural gas demand
corresponds to the elasticity of substitution between gas and other inputs.

3There is some anecdotal evidence that German firms may be substituting gas with other fuels in response
to the current energy crisis. Benjamin Moll has collected these in a Twitter thread that can be accessed at the
top of his Twitter page: https://twitter.com/ben_moll.
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We contribute to this academic and policy debate by estimating infra annual price elasticities
of both electricity and natural gas among industrial firms during the 2021 energy crisis.
The analysis relies on Bank of Italy survey data on medium-sized and large industrial firms
(more than 50 employees). The survey data allow us to gather firm-level information on
expenditures and physical quantity use of both electricity and natural gas, separately for the
first and second semester of 2021. Expenditures in euros and physical quantities in KWh
or scm4 allow us to compute bi-annual average unit prices for both inputs at the firm-level,
which give us firm-level idiosyncratic changes in energy prices around the onset of the energy
crisis.

The identification of demand elasticities requires exogenous variation in prices. To this end,
we exploit survey information on whether, before the crisis, firms already had in place fixed-
price contracts or other types of financial instruments that shielded them, at least partially,
from the unexpected price increases that occurred in the second part of the same year.
Variation in our instrument comes from two sources. First, firms have different propensities
to insure against price risk, which could be explained by relevant firm characteristics. The
second source of variation comes from the staggered expiration dates of fixed-price contracts,
usually lasting 12 or 24 months. Clearly, two firms subscribing 12-month fixed-price contracts
in September 2020 and March 2021, respectively, would be exposed to the shock to very
different degrees. In order to rely only on the second type of variation, we always run
our regressions in first differences, using a combination of difference-in-differences and
instrumental variables (DiD-IV design). This allows us to net out unobservable but fixed
confounders. We also check for the sensitivity of our results to the inclusion of several
characteristics, which allow differential trends according to observable covariates. We find
that cross-sectional variation in the degree of protection is strongly predictive of firm-level
infra-annual price changes in 2021 along the entire distribution. Our research design allow
us to estimate a local average treatment effect (LATE) for complier firms that faced lower
price increases during the crisis because of fixed-price contracts. In this setting, LATE is a
weighted average of firm-specific elasticities with weights that positively depend on how
strong is the price change induced by the instrument for that particular firm (Angrist et al.,
2000; Angrist and Pischke, 2009).

In order to investigate heterogeneity of the effects, validate our survey evidence and study
more outcomes, whenever possible we match the survey data with confidential administra-
tive records on consumption of different fossil fuels (from the Institute for Environmental
Protection and Research – ISPRA) and electricity use (from the Fund for Energy and Environ-

4Kilowatt-hour and standard cubic meter, respectively.
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mental Services – CSEA). The fossil fuel and electricity consumption data are only available,
respectively, for firms that own industrial plants subject to the European Emissions Trading Sys-
tem (EU ETS firms) and firms receiving energy subsidies by the Italian government because
of their high electricity intensity (energivore firms).

As a first step, we document four key facts: first, during the crisis, average changes in firm-
level gas and electricity prices have been substantially lower than corresponding wholesale
price changes, also because the retail price does not immediately adjust in presence of fixed-
price contracts. Second, energy price changes are very heterogeneous across firms, a fact that
is partly due to differences in contractual arrangements (e.g., variable-price vs. fixed-price
contracts). Third, before the crisis the share of gas and electricity expenditures in revenues
followed a skewed distribution. Even after the start of the crisis, the incidence of energy
costs has remained moderate for the majority of firms. Fourth, aggregate industrial energy
consumption did not fall in the second half of 2021, net of seasonal factors.

Turning to the causal results, our elasticity estimates indicate very limited average respon-
siveness to price changes by complier firms: infra-annual price-elasticity point estimates are
extremely close to zero for both electricity and natural gas. Since the relevant confidence
intervals rule out magnitudes larger than -0.2 with a 5 percent confidence level, these are
“precisely estimated zeros”. These infra annual elasticities are at the lower end of what it
has been previously estimated in the literature with yearly panels, especially for the Italian
case.5

While average effects for complier firms are close to zero, EU ETS firms have natural gas
price elasticities that are much larger, around -0.8. This could be due to the fact that gas is
an important input for this type of firms and also that the average price change for natural
gas is larger for EU ETS than for non-EU ETS firms. Quite surprisingly though, these firms
display very small electricity price elasticities, in the same range as the average complier
firm. Thanks to administrative data on several energy input choices for EU ETS firms, we
further document that these companies were able to partially substitute the energy content
of natural gas with other fossil fuels.6 Overall, our evidence is consistent with an overall
reduction in energy use (measured in Terajoules) by ETS firms exposed to higher prices.
Although this is a small subset of companies (around 381 in Italy – 65 of which in our survey

5For the Italian case, using sectoral data and an OLS estimator, Faiella et al. (2021) report a yearly energy
elasticity of -0.4 for industrial firms with more than 50 employees. Bardazzi et al. (2015) uses a short panel
(2000-2005) of Italian firm data (from Istat) and a SUR to estimate Morishima elasticities of -0.4 for electricity
and -0.8 for natural gas.

6Our data only allow us to look at physical quantities of these inputs and so we cannot infer how costly it
was for firms to substitute away from natural gas.
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sample), it accounts for more than half of aggregate industrial consumption of natural gas
and naturally constitutes an important subset of firms to focus on when designing policy
interventions that aim to reduce gas demand while preserving economic activity. The fact
that the gas elasticity can be so different for this set of large gas consumers is informative and
cautions against using a unique parameter for the whole industrial sector when calibrating
macroeconomic models. Similarly, given the stark difference between electricity and gas
elasticities for this set of large energy consumers, models that use just one energy good
could lead to misleading results. Next, we estimate the electricity elasticity for firms with
the highest electricity intensity in Italy (so called energivore), using both our survey and
administrative data. For this sub-sample, we find that the elasticity is quite small exactly as
in the rest of the sample.

Finally, we study the consequences of rising energy prices on firms’ price setting behaviour.
Our estimates suggest that, amid a generalized increase in the price of final goods, those
energy-intensive firms that experienced large cost increases raised their prices by a greater
amount. However, this differential effect is absent for those energy-intensive firms experi-
encing milder cost increases due to their insurance coverage.

We contribute to the literature in three ways. First, we provide the first firm-level evidence
on the impact of the ongoing energy crisis on input and pricing choices by industrial firms.
We do so by proposing a new instrumental variable based on the presence of fixed-price
contracts that slow down the transmission of wholesale to retail prices for some firms, but
not others. Contrary to previous studies that had to rely aggregate data and time series
techniques (Ruhnau et al., 2022), our combination of panel data and IV allow us to observe
firm-level price changes within a given year, driven by an instrument that varies at the
level of firms within sectors and is not confounded by aggregate contemporaneous shocks.7
Second, we contribute to the literature estimating natural gas and electricity elasticities for
firms. While there is more credible evidence for households (Reiss and White, 2005; Jessoe
and Rapson, 2014; Auffhammer and Rubin, 2018; Hahn and Metcalfe, 2021), estimates for
industrial firms are limited and rely on macroeconomic instrumental variables (see footnote
4). Contrary to commercial and residential customers, industrial firms do not use natural
gas primarily for heating spaces, but mostly for production purposes. Thus elasticities could
be vastly different from those estimated for other sectors of the economy. Third, to the best

7Previous studies have relied on a number of “macroeconomic” instrumental variables that rely on
time-series and cross-country variation: prices paid by the household or industry sector only (Burke and
Abayasekara, 2018; Csereklyei, 2020), domestic natural gas reserves and distance weighted reserves in other
countries (Burke and Yang, 2016), lagged prices (Graf and Wozabal, 2013), the spot price of Brent crude oil
(Davis and Muehlegger, 2010), weather shocks (Hausman and Kellogg, 2015), among others.
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of our knowledge we are the first to estimate an infra-annual price-elasticity of demand for
both electricity and natural gas. Due to data limitations, previous studies have only looked
at yearly elasticities, if not longer. Our infra-annual electricity estimates for the industrial
sector are one order of magnitude smaller than long-run elasticities previously estimated
(Csereklyei, 2020). Infra-annual elasticities may be very relevant for policy because they take
into account potential adjustment costs that firms face in the very short run.8 At the same
time, our infra-annual elasticities estimated on 2021 data are context and time-specific, and
thus should not be used to extrapolate the responses enacted by firms to the further energy
price increase occurred in 2022.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the data; Section 3 puts
forward four descriptive facts about the energy crisis in 2021; Section 4 presents the identi-
fication strategy and the main results; Section 5 focuses on price-setting behaviour by firms,
and Section 6 comments on the external validity and concludes.

2 Data and measurement

2.a Description of the data sources

The main data source used in this paper is the Indagine sulle imprese industriali e dei servizi
(Inquiry into investments of industrial and services firms; henceforth, Invind), an annual
survey conducted by the Bank of Italy since 1984 and representative of industrial and services
firms with at least 20 employees. The survey is conducted between February and May of
every year 𝑡 and contains information on relevant firm-level variables such as sales, profits,
employment, costs, actual and expected price changes and actual and expected investment
in year 𝑡 − 1. Invind data have been used before in the literature to address a number of
issues such as the impact of productivity and demand shocks on firms’ growth (Pozzi and
Schivardi, 2016), bankruptcy law and bank financing (Rodano et al., 2016), the determinants
of investment demand (Guiso and Parigi, 1999; Bond et al., 2015) and the role of management
practices during the Covid-19 pandemic (Schivardi et al., 2021).

The 2022 wave of the survey includes a retrospective ad hoc section on the 2021 energy crisis,
made up of nine quantitative questions, which we report in Appendix A. The survey asks
firms to indicate both expenditures (in e ) and physical quantities (in MWh and scm) for
purchased electricity and natural gas, both during the first (before the crisis) and the second

8Some studies look at the price-elasticity of electricity demand in real time. However this elasticity may
reflect time-shifting of consumption across different moments of the day or the week (Lĳesen, 2007; Jessoe and
Rapson, 2014). In our setting, given the severity of the ongoing crisis, this channel is ruled out.
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(after the crisis) semester of 2021.9 Same as every year, the survey was conducted between
February and May (of 2022). The survey section also contains qualitative information on
strategies that firms had put in place before the crisis in order to cope with the price increases,
which we use to build our instrumental variable.

Overall, the survey collects information from around 4,000 firms belonging to either industry
or services with at least than 20 employees. However, the ad hoc energy section was run
only among industrial firms with at least 50 employees (1,893 firms). Out of these, 1,570
firms responded to at least one question of the energy section; nevertheless, only 953 firms
responded to all the nine questions that are used in this study. Dropping few inconsistent
cases we are left with a sample of 907 firms. We rely on this latter subsample for our
analyses.10 We report information on our data validation procedures in Appendix B.

We supplement the survey data with other confidential administrative information, which
we match through firms’ unique tax identification numbers. Thanks to data from the Italian
Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA), we gather information on
whether firms have at least one plant subject to the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS
firms), and detailed input use by fuel, available since 2014 at the yearly frequency. We
use these data on fuel consumption both to validate the gas consumption measures in our
survey, and to study the substitutability away from gas towards other inputs. In addition,
we use data from the Fund for Energy and Environmental Services (CSEA) on firms which
are eligible for energy subsidies linked to high electricity intensity and levels of consumption
(energivore firms).11 For these firms we observe electricity consumption (in MWh) at the
monthly frequency since 2018.12 These companies, around 3,700 in Italy, are likely to belong
to the right tail of the energy-intensity distribution. In order to qualify for the subsidy
scheme, firms must consume at least 1 GWh of electricity per year. In addition they must
belong to a specific set of 4-digit NACE industrial sectors defined by the EU regulation on
State Aid; for a sub-set of these sectors there is the additional requirement of having the ratio
between electricity expenditure and value added higher than 0.2.

9This excludes self-production by firms.
10Yet, it should be noted that the baseline estimates of Section 4.b are based on two different sets of respon-

dents, depending on the electricity-related and gas-related available replies. As regards gas consumption, there
are 682 respondents who gave non-missing information on quantities, costs and their hedging strategy. For
electricity, up to 848 firms provide all the relevant variables.

11The registry is publicly available on the website of the Fund for energy and environmental services (portale
elettrivori, Cassa per i servizi energetici e ambientali, CSEA).

12The subsidies grant a permanent discount on the component of the electricity price that is earmarked to
finance subsidies for renewable energy generation (oneri di sistema A3*SOS). This component was completely
lifted for all firms since January 2022, while in the last three quarters of 2021 was lifted for low voltage consumers
(e.g. households and small firms).
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Finally, we also use additional information from the Italian National Institute of Statistics
(Istat) on the energy intensity of Italian industrial firms at the level of 2-digit NACE sectors and
Eurostat aggregate data on average retail prices and consumption for industrial consumers
by consumption bracket. These data are useful to validate our survey measures, as reported
below.

2.b Measurement of key variables

Thanks to firm-level information in the survey, we are able to reconstruct unit prices for gas
and electricity, separately for the first and second semester of 2021. The biannual frequency
is of great use, because the energy crisis unfolded only in the second half of the year.

Firms are asked to “indicate, even approximately, the purchased quantity and the respective cost” of
electricity and gas, separately for the first and the second semester of 2021. We obtain unit
prices in each semester by dividing electricity (or gas) expenditures in e by the respective
quantity purchased, measured in MWh or scm. Due to various inconsistencies in the raw
data, mostly due to erroneous units of measurement, we perform several cleaning procedures.
After cleaning, the unit prices measured in Invind match well, both in levels and in changes,
with analogous measures for the average firm in different consumption classes from Eurostat.
We report results for this and other validation tests in Appendix B.

The survey also asks firms whether at the beginning of 2021 “did the firm own any instruments
that protected it, wholly or partly from energy price increases over the second half of the year”. Firms
had four options: “no; yes, through fixed price contracts; yes, through financial derivatives; yes,
other instruments.” For the purposes of our analyses we collapse these answers to a binary
indicator (Yes or No). In our paper we use this variable as an instrumental variable for the
infra-annual change in unit prices, constructed as described right above. We discuss the
strength and validity of our instrument in Section 4.a.

3 Descriptive facts

We emphasize four stylized facts about the 2021 energy crisis and the exposure of businesses
included in our sample. These are useful for the interpretation of the econometric results.

Descriptive fact #1: In 2021 wholesale energy prices increased substantially more than retail prices
paid by non-household consumers.

In Figure 1 we report percentage changes in wholesale (from the Italian Regulator of energy
wholesale markets, GME) and average retail prices for non-household consumers by con-
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sumption class (from Eurostat), separately for electricity and gas.13 In the second semester of
2021, electricity and gas wholesale prices increased approximately by 150 and 200 percent,
relative to the previous semester. Conversely, the increase in retail prices was much lower,
ranging from 15 to 20 percent for electricity, and 28 to 66 percent for natural gas. This differ-
ence reflects the fact that energy costs are only a fraction of the retail price, which includes
taxes and other fees; furthermore, many retail contracts are not indexed to the wholesale
price, and fix the price for a certain period (typically 12 to 24 months).14

Descriptive fact #2: Retail energy price changes for industrial firms between the first and second
semester of 2021 display substantial cross-sectional variation.

Invind data reveal average price changes similar to the aggregate data: 75 percent for gas
and 30 percent for electricity.15 However, the survey data reveal substantial heterogeneity
in the prices firms pay (Figure 2). Notably, the retail price did not even increase for a
significant fraction of firms. As we will document later in the paper, a sizable fraction of
this heterogeneity is due to the fact that many firms were insured, mostly because they
purchased energy via fixed-price contracts. Together with other observable factors - such
as geographical location, being part of energivora firms, inclusion in the EU ETS - insurance
status explains respectively 30 and 20 percent of total variation in prices for electricity and
gas. The large portion of unexplained variation is not surprising, because the retail market
for business consumers is deregulated, and it is populated by several local and national
providers, which sell energy under very diverse contractual arrangements.

Descriptive fact #3: At the onset of the crisis, the incidence of energy cost followed a skewed
distribution.

We calculate energy cost at the onset of the crisis as the sum of gas and electricity expenditures
in the first semester of 2021 (i.e. before the energy crisis). We construct two measures of
the incidence of energy costs: as a fraction of turnover and as a fraction of total costs.16 The
distribution of both variables is very skewed with a long right tail (Figure 3 and 4). The
energy cost-turnover ratio has median equal to 1.7 percent and average equal to 2.8 percent;

13For readability purposes, we only report three consumption classes, which cover 81 percent of firms in our
survey sample for electricity and 89 percent for gas.

14Energy retail price includes several components (fees for transport and distribution, taxes and levies,
quantity of energy, power capacity (MW), etc.). Some of these components are fixed costs i.e. not a function
of quantity purchased, and thus average price is declining in consumption. In addition, larger consumer
have higher bargaining power, making this negative relationship even stronger. As such, the same increase
in wholesale price makes for higher percentage change increase in higher consumption classes, where the
incidence of energy cost in total retail price is higher, and where retail prices are lower to begin with.

15See Appendix B for a comparison by consumption class.
16In both cases we divide by two the denominators, assuming they are uniformly distributed across the two

semesters.
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the corresponding statistics are 2.4 and 5.3 percent for the energy cost-total cost ratio. Thus
for most firms energy accounts for a small share of costs, but for a minority of firms electricity
and gas are critical inputs.

If we build indicators of energy intensity at the sector level using the Invind data, we
get sectoral averages that are broadly in line with sector-level energy intensity measures
present in aggregate input-output tables from the Italian National Statistical Office (Figure
5). However, regression analyses on the micro-data reveals that less than 10 percent of this
variation is accounted for by sectoral differences.17 Furthermore, energivore firms display
much higher values for both measures; this is not surprising given that energivora status is
granted based also on similarly defined energy intensities. Finally, also EU ETS firms display
much higher incidence of energy costs.

Finally, we calculate the same variables using energy expenditures in the second semester.
The median increase in energy cost-turnover ratio is 33 basis points, and the average increase
is 1.3 percentage points. The incidence measured as a share of total cost increase on average
by 2.5 percentage points, while the median increase is half percentage point. These results
suggest that, even in the second half of 2021, the incidence of energy costs remained low
for most firms. However, a subset of energy-intensive firms appear highly exposed to any
further price increase.

Descriptive fact #4: Net of seasonal factors, aggregate industrial energy consumption did not fall in
the second semester of 2021.

As a first check on the magnitude of demand elasticities during the 2021 crisis, it is useful
to inspect the dynamic of aggregate consumption. Consider in fact that, given the size of
the shock, large elasticities should translate into significant drops of energy consumed. As
visible from Figure 6, in the second half of 2021 electricity consumption increased relative
to the first semester, and gas consumption decreased; however both changes are well in line
with what occurred in the previous ten years.

4 The impact of the energy crisis on firms’ choices

In order to estimate the causal effect of electricity and natural gas price swings on the respec-
tive input demands by industrial firms, we exploit plausibly exogenous cross-sectional vari-
ation in the availability of fixed-price contracts (or similar hedging instruments) subscribed

17We rely on a 7-industry categorization. Using NACE 2-digits dummies, the R-squared increases up to 20
percent, but in some cell we have very few observations.
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before the energy crisis. We use this information to construct an instrumental variable, which
we use in a DiD-IV design. Whether a firm was endowed with a fixed-price contract before
the crisis is highly predictive of the change in electricity and gas unit costs during the crisis
and arguably is unrelated to potential changes in energy consumption, absent treatment. In
what follows, we first provide a detailed discussion on the identification assumptions and
we present our IV estimates of the short-run price-elasticity of electricity and gas demand.

4.a Identification

In order to obtain causal estimates of the price-elasticity of energy inputs demand, it is critical
to control for the endogeneity of retail energy prices for firms. One contribution of this paper
is to build plausibly exogenous cross sectional variation in the change of such prices occurred
in 2021. Our equation of interest reads:

Δ log(𝑄𝑠
𝑖 ) = 𝛼𝑠 + 𝛽𝑠Δ log(𝑃𝑠

𝑖 ) + 𝜖𝑠𝑖 (1)

where 𝑠 = {electricity, gas}. Δ log(𝑄𝑠
𝑖
) is the log change in purchased quantities between

the first and the second semester of 2021 for firm 𝑖, and similarly for the change in prices
Δ log(𝑃𝑠

𝑖
). Due to the properties of logs, our coefficient of interest 𝛽𝑠 can be interpreted as an

elasticity.

We exploit the fact that at the beginning of 2021, approximately six months before the energy
crisis, some firms had in place fixed-price contracts or other types of financial instruments
that shielded them, at least partially, from the price surges occurring in the second part of
the year. In our data, around 42 percent of firms were not protected; 47 percent had signed
fixed-price contracts; 3 percent had purchased derivatives, and 8.5 percent were protected
via other instruments. In our analyses we collapse these answers to a binary indicator 𝑍𝑖

(𝑍𝑖 = 1 if protected or 𝑍𝑖 = 0 if not protected) and use this as an instrument. In Italy most
firms buy energy on the un-regulated market. Fixed-price contracts usually have a standard
duration of 12 or 24 months since the subscription date. A non-exhaustive set of examples of
how we code the dummy variable 𝑍𝑖 is reported in Figure 7. Given this binary instrument,
the first stage of our model thus reads:

Δ log(𝑃𝑠
𝑖 ) = 𝜌0 + 𝜌1𝑍𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖 (2)

We expect 𝜌1 to be negative, that is firms that were protected faced smaller price increases.
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For our DiD-IV design to be valid, the instrument needs to satisfy four conditions: (i) inde-
pendence/parallel trends (ii) exclusion restriction (iii) relevance (iv) monotonicity (Angrist
and Imbens, 1995a; Hudson et al., 2017). We try to probe the validity of our design with
a thorough discussion of these assumptions, together with some identification checks. We
discuss these in turn.

A1 (Independence/parallel trends): the untreated potential outcomes Δ log(𝑃𝑠,0
𝑖

) and Δ log(𝑄𝑠,0
𝑖
)

are mean independent of 𝑍𝑖 .

This assumption requires that the instrument status is not predictive of average changes in
energy prices and quantities that would have occurred absent protection. It is straightforward
to construct simple violations: if those firms that expect a larger price surge in the months
ahead purchase a fixed price contract in advance for the year 2021, then the estimator may
be inconsistent. To mitigate this type of worries, we looked at data on energy futures in
European market. We can observe that these remained flat and below pre Covid-19 levels at
least until April 2021, thus suggesting that market participants did not foresee any upsurge in
energy prices until that point in time. Therefore independence should not be violated. As for
quantities, we think confounding factors are less evident. Nevertheless, for the subsample
of EU ETS firms, for which we observe natural gas quantities for several years, we provide
pre-trend tests and show that insured firms were not on a growing or shrinking trend in
terms of quantities in the years before the energy crisis.

A second concern stems from the fact that our instrument might also capture differences
in propensity to insure across firms, which may independently explain subsequent input
quantity choices. As a partial remedy, our DiD-IV design nets out any time-invariant drivers
of these differences, such as risk-aversion. Our estimator may still be inconsistent if such
characteristics independently explain changes in input quantities. In order to mitigate this
concern we test whether firms with different values of our instrument are different on pre-
determined observables. We report the results of this “balancing” test in Table 1. We can
observe some statistically significant differences among key dimensions. Insured firms are
bigger (both in terms of sales, employment and investments), are more likely to self-generate
a part of their electricity, to have an account of greenhouse gas emissions and be subject
to the EU ETS system. For this reason, in all of our DiD-IV design exercises we include
these key covariates. In a multi-period DiD this is akin to introducing covariate-specific non-
parametric time trends (

∑
𝑡 𝑋𝑖 · 𝛾𝑡). Our results, which we report in Section 4.b are virtually

unchanged when including these controls in the regression, supporting the validity of our
design.18

18We exclude from the set of controls the dummy for whether the firm self-generates electricity as this would
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A2 (Exclusion restriction): Δ log𝑄𝑠
𝑖
(Δ log(𝑃𝑠

𝑖
), 𝑍𝑖 = 1) = Δ log𝑄𝑠

𝑖
(Δ log(𝑃𝑠

𝑖
), 𝑍𝑖 = 0) for all

Δ log𝑄𝑖 ,Δ log𝑃𝑖 .19

The exclusion restriction imposes that the instrument has no predictive power on the average
change in quantities for a given fuel 𝑠, once we condition on price changes of such fuel.
The most plausible threat to the exclusion restriction in our setting occurs because the
instrument moves two endogenous variables at the same time i.e. the change in the price of
electricity and the change in the price of gas.20 One simple sufficient condition for restoring
identification is to assume that the price of electricity is excludable from the gas demand
equation and viceversa. In this way we would have two endogenous variables and one
instrument, but also two equations. This restriction is verified if one assumes that gas and
electricity are not substitutes nor complements over the considered time horizon. We are
comfortable to assume no substitutability in the very short run, as technology is likely fixed.
The assumption of no complementarity may be less likely to hold because it can occur even
at constant technology.21 However, given that price changes of the two energy inputs are
positively correlated in the sample, this would cause an overestimation of the absolute value
of both elasticities.22 Given that we estimate very small elasticities, this cannot but reinforce
our conclusion that firms did not strongly react to higher energy prices in 2021.

reduce the sample size by 50 percent for both the electricity and gas regressions. In both cases coefficients
become marginally positive, around 0.05.

19Superscripts are omitted for notational convenience.
20Formally, our binary instrument is thus formally defined as 𝑍𝑖 = max(𝑍𝑔

𝑖
, 𝑍𝑒

𝑖
), where 𝑍

𝑔

𝑖
and 𝑍𝑒

𝑖
are

unobserved binary instruments capturing insurance against the price of electricity (𝑒) and the price of gas (𝑔),
respectively.

21Consider for example a firm that manufactures and packages paper. Assume that the manufacturing phase
only requires natural gas and the packaging phase only requires electricity, so that the firm uses both inputs
but for different processes. If less paper is produced because of higher gas prices, there will be less paper to be
packaged. As a consequence, the firm will use less gas and less electricity. At the level of firms then, electricity
and gas will be complements.

22The IV estimator can always be interpreted as an OLS estimator of a regression of 𝑌 on the predicted value
of 𝑋, based on the instrument 𝑍, indicated by �̂�. Formally we have:

𝛽𝐼𝑉 = 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑌, �̂�)/𝑉𝑎𝑟(�̂�). (3)

At this point, the omitted variable formula applies. If the two goods are complements, then the gas (electricity)
price enters with a negative sign in the electricity (gas) demand equation. As said, in our sample the predicted
gas (electricity) price changes are positively correlated with electricity (gas) price changes. By the omitted
variable bias formula, the IV estimator would produce elasticity estimates that are smaller (more negative) than
the true ones. For the electricity demand equation, we have:

𝛽𝐼𝑉 = 𝛽 + 𝛾 · 𝐶𝑜𝑣(Δ log𝑃�̂� ,Δ log𝑃𝑔)/𝑉𝑎𝑟(Δ log𝑃�̂�), (4)

with 𝛾 < 0 by complementarity and 𝐶𝑜𝑣(Δ log𝑃�̂� ,Δ log𝑃𝑔) > 0 as measured in our sample. The product
of the two terms, one positive and one negative, leads to a negative bias term, which biases our estimates
downwards. A similar argument leading to identical conclusions follows when looking at the gas demand
equation.
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A3 (Relevance): Δ log(𝑃𝑠
𝑖
) is a non-trivial function of 𝑍𝑖 .

If the exclusion restriction is respected, then the only reason why we observe changes in
prices for observations with different instrument values must be because the instrument
causes a change in prices (Angrist et al., 2000). We test this assumption by means of a first
stage regression and obtain reasonably high Kleibergen and Paap F-statistics (K-P F stat),
always above 70 for electricity and above 12 for natural gas.23 When studying EU ETS firms,
possibly due to the small sample size (𝑁 = 62) we obtain K-P F stats below 10 (around 7 for
many specifications). In order to mitigate concerns about weak instruments, in all cases we
also report Anderson-Rubin confidence sets that are valid regardless of the strength of the
instrument (Andrews et al., 2019).

A4 (Monotonicity): either Δ log𝑃𝑠
𝑖
(𝑍𝑖 = 1) > Δ log𝑃𝑠

𝑖
(𝑍𝑖 = 0) or viceversa ∀ 𝑖.

The assumption states that the instrument either has a positive impact on the endogenous
variable or it has a negative impact and that the sign of this impact is the same for all units
𝑖. Following (Angrist and Imbens, 1995b; Angrist et al., 2000), in Figure 8 we provide a test
of this assumption by reporting the cumulative distribution function of log price changes
for both gas and electricity, depending on the value of the instrument. We see that the
distribution for protected firms (𝑍𝑖 = 1) first-order stochastically dominates the distribution
for non-protected firms (𝑍𝑖 = 0). This is a necessary condition for monotonicity to hold. If
the two distributions crossed, this would imply that the effect of the instrument is positive
for some units and negative for others, violating monotonicity. Aside from testing for
monotonicity, this type of plot gives a very transparent representation of the variation that
is captured by our IV and used to identify the effects. The horizontal difference between the
two curves is directly related to the relevance of the IV. As a consequence, the plot illustrates
what segments of the price change distribution are more influenced by the instrument. This
is a useful piece of information for the interpretation of the instrument, as shown by Angrist
et al. (2000) and described below.

A brief remark on the interpretation of the IV estimator: the interpretation of our IV
estimates follows the work of Angrist et al. (2000), who study the LATE estimand in simulta-
neous equation models.24 In our setting, the LATE-elasticity can be interpreted as a weighted
average effect for compliers, with weights that positively depend on how strong is the first
stage in different parts of the price change distribution. Figure 8 shows that the instrument
bites everywhere in the distribution but that the most relevant price changes are those in the

23In the case of just identified IV this is equivalent to the Olea and Pflueger (2013) effective F-statistic. The
latter is the relevant F statistic for testing against weak instruments (Andrews et al., 2019).

24A simpler and concise exposition is contained in Angrist and Pischke (2009), pp. 186-188.
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middle. In all of our paper we assume the causal response function is linear in log-log space.
In this special case, the IV estimand is:

𝜖𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸 = 𝐸[𝜖𝑖 · 𝜔𝑖] with 𝜔𝑖 =
(Δ log(𝑃1𝑖) − Δ log(𝑃0𝑖))
𝐸[Δ log(𝑃1𝑖) − Δ log(𝑃0𝑖)]

, (5)

where 𝜖𝑖 are firm-level elasticities, and 𝑃1𝑖 , 𝑃0𝑖 are potential prices under the different values
of the instrument 𝑍𝑖 = {0, 1}.25

4.b Price-elasticities of demand for the whole sample

In Table 2 and 3 we present our baseline estimates for the short-run price elasticity of demand
for electricity and natural gas. In Panel (a) we report second-stage estimates from our DiD-
IV design, which combines the cross-sectional variation induced by the price protection
instrumental variable and the panel variation between the first and second semester of 2021.
In order to address potential violations of the independence assumption, as discussed in
Section 4.a each column reports a specification with a different set of control variables.
In Panel (b) we present the corresponding first-stage estimates and weak IV diagnostics.
Specifically we report both the K-P F statistic, equivalent to the Olea and Pflueger (2013)
effective F for the just-identified case and the Anderson-Rubin (AR) confidence interval for
the second stage coefficient. This confidence interval is robust to weak instruments but not
less powerful than the conventional t-test (Andrews et al., 2019). Across all specifications,
the K-P F statistic indicates a highly significant difference in price changes across protected
and not protected firms. The first stage regression coefficients indicate that this difference
is also economically meaningful. In all specifications, on average, protected firms enjoy a
discount on their energy price change of 20 percentage points for electricity and 15 percent
for natural gas.

Turning to Panel (a), in column (1) of Table 2 the coefficient associated with Δ log𝑃 electricity
is -0.0286. Taken at face value, an elasticity estimate of this magnitude implies that a 20
percent price increase (equal to the mean change in our sample) would lead only to a 0.57
percent reduction in electricity demand. Similarly, the coefficient associated with Δ log𝑃 gas
reported in the same column of Table 3 implies that a 43 percent increase in the gas price
(again, equal to the mean change in our sample) would lead to a 7.87 percent decrease in gas
consumption. In the case of electricity, the point estimates change slightly when introducing

25If the elasticity was not constant at the firm-level, then the IV estimand would be an average elasticity with
higher weights to price ranges where the instrument shifts the distribution more strongly (Angrist and Pischke,
2009).
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different control variables. For natural gas these changes are relatively bigger, especially
when introducing sector fixed effects.

Although coefficients are not perfectly stable, the inclusion of control variables does not alter
our main conclusion: on average firms did not respond much to the energy crisis during
2021. Also when we include all controls at once (column (6) for both tables), we notice that
coefficients are very close to zero, indicating little substitution away from these productive
inputs, even in face of substantial price increases. Although all of these IV estimates are not
statistically different from zero (in spite of a powerful first stage), the confidence intervals are
still informative about plausible elasticities that can be ruled out with a 5 percent confidence
level. Across all specifications, we can exclude that the price elasticity of electricity demand
is larger than -0.2 and that of gas is larger than -0.4 with a 5 percent confidence level. AR
confidence intervals are very similar to the t-test-based ones in the case of electricity and
somewhat wider in the case of natural gas. This does not alter any of the conclusions. The
larger lower bound in the case of natural gas is not indicative of a more price-elastic demand
for this input, as the upper bound of the confidence interval is larger too. All of this is
a consequence of more imprecise estimates, both because of a less strong first stage and a
smaller sample size.26

4.c Price elasticities and fuel substitution among EU ETS firms

The evidence presented in the previous subsection suggests that the average complier firm
is subject to very low short-run elasticities and thus did not substantially cut energy con-
sumption, even in face of a marked price increase. However, due to the skewed nature of the
energy consumption distribution, there may be small groups of firms that get low weights
by the IV estimator and for which these elasticities may be larger. In particular, we study
firms that have at least an establishment subject to the European Emission Trading System (EU
ETS firms), the EU cap and trade mechanism for greenhouse gas emissions. These plants are
among the largest industrial consumers of natural gas. There are around 381 firms in Italy
subject to the policy (accounting for more than half of aggregate industrial consumption
of natural gas), and we are able to match 65 in our survey sample. Following the same
identification strategy as in Section 4.a, we present results for this subgroup in Tables 4 for
electricity and 5 for natural gas.

Same as for the average complier firm, electricity estimates are again very close to zero. Both
the t-test based and AR confidence intervals can reject elasticities larger than 1 with a 5%

26All of our conclusions are qualitatively unchanged if we weight regressions by Invind sampling weights.
See Tables A.1 and A.2.
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confidence level across all specifications. The greater imprecision compared to the estimates
in the previous subsection is possibly due to the very small number of observations. When we
turn to gas, we find substantially larger elasticities compared to the average complier. Point
estimates are between -0.548 and -0.847, with AR confidence intervals that exclude elasticities
larger than -2.3 in most specifications. In some specifications these confidence intervals are
unbounded from below, which is a consequence of the instrument being extremely weak
when conditioning on a large set of controls with a small number of observations. Even in
these cases the upper bound is always below zero. Although not conclusive, we take this as
evidence that gas elasticities are larger for average compliers among EU ETS firms.

To get more convincing evidence, we turn on administrative data on plants subject to ETS,
where we observe consumption of different fossil fuels.27 This data is reported at the annual
frequency, so we cannot construct semester-on-semester gas consumption changes. However,
given that the data is available since 2014, we can employ a reduced-form dynamic difference-
in-differences estimator with leads and lags. This is particularly convenient because it allow
us to test for the presence of pre-crisis differential trends between firms that would and
would not protected at the beginning of 2021.28 Concretely, we estimate:

log(𝑌𝑖𝑡) = �𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 +
∑
𝑘

�𝑘 · 𝑍𝑖 · 1(year = 𝑘) + �𝑖 ,𝑡 . (6)

In this equation we consider three outcomes 𝑌𝑖𝑡 : consumption of natural gas, consumption
of natural gas substitutes, and consumption of natural gas and its substitutes, all of which
are measured in Terajoules.29 �𝑖 are firm fixed effects; 𝛾𝑡 are calendar year fixed effects; 𝑍𝑖

indicates the price protection instrument. The coefficient of interest is �2021, which captures
the percentage change in the outcome of interest occurred between 2021 and 2020 among
insured firms relative to uninsured firms.

The estimated coefficients �𝑘 are reported graphically in Figure 9, alongside 90 percent
confidence bands. Prior to 2020, all outcomes displayed the same dynamics among insured
and uninsured firms, thus providing indirect evidence in support of the parallel trends
assumption that underlies our difference-in-differences strategy. When looking at the log
of natural gas consumption (Panel (a)), we see that in 2021 gas consumption increased by

27The data is described in detail in Section 2.
28Of course the protection status could have been different in previous years. Here we are checking whether

protection status in 2021 is predictive of differential changes before the energy crisis, which supports the
independence of the instrument in this setting.

29We include diesel, coal, heating oil, coke, naphta, gasoline, kerosene, LPG, anthracite, lignite, biofuels in
gaseous form and other residual category fuels.
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8.5 percent more among insured firms.30 A simple back-of-the-envelope calculation leads us
to conclude that this change in gas demand implies an elasticity of −0.38, so it is broadly
consistent with what estimated in the Invind survey.31

When looking at the consumption of natural gas substitutes (Panel (b) of Figure 9) their
consumption of substitutes among insured firms increased by 30 percent less in 2021 relative
to the other group, which suggests the presence of input substitution. Despite this large
percentage change, it is unclear how extensive this substitution was. Indeed, before 2021,
combined energy from these fuels accounted for approximately 15 percent of the energy
obtained from gas, which is by far the main fuel among ETS firms.

To test for this, we use as outcome variable the (log of) total energy from gas and its substitutes
in equation 6. If substitution were perfect, the coefficient�2021 would be equal to zero, because
the post-Covid increase in total energy would have been the same between the two groups,
despite one relying more on gas than the other. This is not the case in the ETS data: the right-
panel shows that the estimate of �2021 is positive (9.5 percent) and virtually indistinguishable
from the same coefficient obtained when only gas was on the left-hand side of the equation.
In other words, in 2021 uninsured firms increased total energy consumption by less relative
to insured ones, and thus substitution of gas with other fuels was only partial.

4.d Price elasticity of electricity among energy-intensive (energivore) firms

In this section we focus on firms that are eligible for energy subsidies linked to high electric-
ity intensity (energivore firms). These are the largest industrial consumers of electricity. We
describe in detail the characteristics of these firms in Section 2. Following the same identifi-
cation strategy as before, we present results for this subgroup in Tables 6 for electricity and
7 for natural gas.

The price elasticity of demand for electricity (Table 6) is quite small and in the same ballpark
as the one estimated for the overall sample. Point estimates fluctuate between -0.1 and -
0.02. Both t-test-based and AR confidence intervals rule out elasticities larger than -0.4 in
all specifications. Estimates for natural gas (Table 7) are more imprecise, with t-test-based
confidence intervals never larger than -0.75. The instrument is weaker in the case of natural
gas, which explains why some of the AR confidence sets are unbounded (either below or both

30On average both types of firms increased consumption in 2021 relative to 2020, probably due to the post
Covid-19 recovery.

31The diff-in-diff estimate is a reduced form one and must be divided by the first stage to get the elasticity. We
do so by using price information from Invind. Since we only observe price in 2021, we assume that in 2020 the
gas price was equal to the level of the first semester 2021, and for 2021 we take the average of the two semesters.
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ways). Although not conclusive we take this as evidence that elasticities do not substantially
differ between energivore firms and the whole sample.

To corroborate this suggestive evidence from Invind, we turn on administrative data where
we observe monthly electricity consumption for the period 2018-2021 for the same subset
of firms. As for the ETS exercise, this data allows us to estimate a reduced-form dynamic
difference-in-differences with leads and lags. In this case the monthly frequency allows to
capture any drop in energy consumption occurred late in the year (e.g. in December when
the wholesale price reached its annual peak), which could be hard to detect when looking at
changes at the bi-annual frequency as in the survey data. We estimate:

log(𝑄𝑒
𝑖𝑡) = �𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 +

∑
𝑘

(�𝑘 · 𝑍𝑖 · 1(monthly date = 𝑘)) + �𝑖 ,𝑡 . (7)

In this equation�𝑖 indicate firm fixed effects; 𝛾𝑡 indicate month-year fixed effects; 𝑍𝑖 indicates
the price protection instrument. The coefficients of interest are {�𝑘}2021𝑑𝑒𝑐

𝑘=2021𝑗𝑢𝑙 , which capture
the percentage change in the electricity consumption occurred in each month 𝑘 relative to
June 2021 (the omitted category) among insured firms relative to uninsured firms.

The estimated coefficients �𝑘 are reported graphically in Figure 10 alongside 90 percent
confidence bands, together with the dynamic of the wholesale electricity price (red line)
as reference. Each dot is interpreted as the percentage change in electricity consumption
relative to June 2021, the reference period, among insured firms relative to uninsured firms.
Overall, these results confirm the previous evidence from Invind: electricity consumption
did not change differentially between insured and non-insured firms in the second half of
2021. When focusing on the monthly frequency, it is possible to see a sharp differential rise
in electricity consumption in December 2021 (when the wholesale price was almost at 300
euro per MWh), while in the previous months of the second semester the difference between
insured and insured was the same as in June 2021. It is hard to draw definitive conclusions
from the jump observed in December 2021, without extending the sample to the the first
months of 2022, when the wholesale price increased further. We will extend this analysis as
soon as these data will be available.

5 Consequences on price setting behaviour

Our results in Section 4.b suggest that the price elasticity of demand is close to zero for the
average firm but that EU ETS firms face larger gas elasticities. A natural follow-up question
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is then: did businesses bear the additional cost or did they manage to pass through the shock
to their consumers by increasing prices? Providing an answer is not easy because product
prices may not be a choice variable for each individual firm. In competitive markets, all
businesses will end up charging the same price for their good regardless of whether they
were hit with a cost shock. Whether market prices will increase depends on whether the cost
shock hits marginal or inframarginal firms.

Things would be different in the presence of market power, where firms trade-off a higher
price with lower demand. Irrespective of the market structure, there is also evidence that
firms adjust their price in response to changes in their competitor prices induced by a cost
shock, even if they do not suffer the same shock themselves (so called strategic complemen-
tarities (Amiti et al., 2019).

The discussion above highlights that the identification strategy adopted up until now is not
entirely adequate to identify these effects, because our instrument does not necessarily vary
at the level of markets, but at least partly at the level of (insured vs not insured) firms within
a market. Armed with this particular instrument, even if all hypotheses are respected, the IV
estimator would only identify the differential behaviour between insured and uninsured firms,
leaving out important market equilibrium effects. For example, in the perfectly competitive
example our instrument would induce a zero effect by construction, because there would be
only one price. While our results cannot be conclusive as for the magnitude of pass-through,
they can still be informative for the sign of the effect.

For this section, we exploit the fact that in the Invind survey firms are asked every year to
report the annual average percentage change in the price of their own goods, which we define
𝜋𝑖𝑡 . Rather than relying on a simple diff-in-diff strategy, we use triple-difference estimators,
where we model the differential evolution of posted final good prices according to whether
firms were more or less energy-intensive (according to various definitions), whether the firms
were price-protected or not and their interaction. In doing so, we focus solely on electricity,
for which the first stage is particularly strong. Concretely, we estimate:

𝜋𝑖𝑡 =�𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 (8)

+
∑
𝑘

𝛼𝑘 · 𝑍𝑖 · 1(year = 𝑘) (9)

+
∑
𝑘

𝛽𝑘 ·𝑊𝑖 · 1(year = 𝑘) (10)
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+
∑
𝑘

𝛾𝑘 · 𝑍𝑖 ·𝑊𝑖 · 1(year = 𝑘) + �𝑖 ,𝑡 . (11)

In the specification 𝑍𝑖 indicates the price protection instrumental variable and𝑊𝑖 is a dummy
variable indicating whether the firm is energy-intensive. As before, �𝑖 indicate firm fixed
effects and 𝛾𝑡 indicate calendar year fixed effects. We omit dummy years relative to 2020 due
to multicollinearity issues and interpret all coefficients in deviation from 2020.32 We consider
four proxies for energy intensity: a) electricity intensive (energivore) firms; b) EU ETS firms;
c) firms in the top 25 percent of energy expenditures, defined as a ratio over total cost or over
turnover.

Results are reported in Table 8. In column (1) a simple diff-in-diff specification reveals
that in 2021 on average firms’ prices increased by 6.6 percent relative to the previous year.
However there is no differential effect for insured and uninsured firms (2021 × 𝑍𝑖). The
difference is only -0.08 percentage points, not significant at conventional levels. Note that
this differential effect is remarkably small, when considering that uninsured firms suffer an
increase in electricity prices 18 percentage points larger than those suffered by insured firms.

Moving to the richer specifications - columns (2) to (5) - an interesting pattern emerges:
irrespective of the proxy used, energy intensive uninsured firms appear to increase their
prices much more (at least twice as much in three specifications) compared to non-energy-
intensive firms, for which output price increases in 2021 is on average 6 percent. However,
energy intensive insured firms increased prices much less than their uninsured peers; the
latter differential effect is not always statistically significant, but it is quantitatively large
irrespective of the proxy used. As a placebo test, in column (6) we use a dummy for large
firms (more than 199 employees) instead of the energy intensive proxy; in this case estimates
of the differential effects are all very small.

Finally, note that differences in 𝜋𝑖𝑡 between energy intensive firms and the rest of our sample
arise exactly in 2021 and not in earlier years; this is true both in case of uninsured (Figure
11) and of insured companies (Figure 12). This result suggests that estimates in Table 8 can
be interpreted as the effect of the energy crisis, rather than merely reflecting pre-existing
differential trends in pricing behaviour between different groups of firms.

32Note that coefficients 𝛼2021 and 𝛾2021 have a reduced form interpretation, and must be scaled by the
corresponding first-stage coefficient from Table 2) to obtain the differential effect induced by a 1 percentage
change in the electricity price.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we have documented some stylized facts about energy use among medium
and large Italian industrial firms and we have estimated their demand elasticity for both
natural gas and electricity. To do so, we have used survey questions especially designed
for these purposes combined with an identification strategy to address the endogeneity of
energy prices to quantities. Our main results are the following: a) the distribution of energy
intensity is very skewed: small for most firms, but quite large for some; b) the extent of the
retail price occurred in the second half of 2021 is very heterogeneous across firms; c) both
electricity and gas demand elasticity are on average small; gas elasticity is quite large for
firms in the EU ETS; d) while most firms significantly raised prices of their own goods, the
increase is larger for energy intensive firms, unless they were insured against energy price
raises.

Note that our short-run elasticities are valid for 2021, but do not necessarily translate to the
following year. First, as the time horizon widens, firms have an ampler set of possibilities
to reduce energy consumption; as such, we expect elasticities to be larger in 2022. Second,
wholesale prices increased further after the outbreak of the war in early 2022; to the extent
that elasticities are non linear and decreasing in the size of the shock (e.g. because it gets
marginally more difficult to cut back consumption the more demand is reduced), they will
become smaller in 2022. Third, the futures curve suggests that in 2021 market participants
expected the energy crisis to be short-lived, but the outbreak of the war made clear that
price will remain on high levels for longer time (i.e. until the end of the conflict or until
the complete substitution of Russian supplies with other energy sources). To the extent that
elasticities might become larger if the price increase is perceived to last longer, we expect 2022
to be different from the previous year.33 In order to extend our analysis to the current year,
we have thus proposed the same questions in the next Invind wave, together with new ones
aimed at measuring the aid measures implemented by the government in 2022 to reduce
energy prices for firms.

33Elasticities might become larger if the crisis lasts longer because, for example, energy efficiency investments
which were too expensive in case of a 6-month crisis, could become worth pursuing in case of a much longer
period of high prices.
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Tables

Table 1: Balancing test for the instrumental variable

Insured Not insured Diff.
mean mean b t

Sales in 2020 (million euro) 209.06 105.40 -103.66* (-2.26)
Tot. investments (million euro) 12.59 6.16 -6.42* (-2.02)
Tot. costs (million euro) 197.09 104.59 -92.51 (-1.85)
Total costs over 2020 sales 0.64 0.65 0.00 (0.19)
Capacity utilization (%) 78.42 78.36 -0.07 (-0.06)
Expected capacity utilization in 2022 81.17 81.17 0.00 (0.00)
Employment 487.74 306.36 -181.38* (-2.19)
Limited liability company (0/1) 0.28 0.32 0.04 (1.29)
Energy costs over 2020 sales (%) 2.66 3.14 0.48 (1.33)
Firm self-generates some electricity (0/1) 0.56 0.36 -0.21*** (-6.32)
Share of self-generated electricity (%) 17.17 8.86 -8.32*** (-5.55)
Status “Energivora” (energy intensive) (0/1) 0.30 0.22 -0.07* (-2.49)
Firm uses emission accounting (0/1) 0.40 0.28 -0.12*** (-3.74)
Subject to ETS in 2021 (0/1) 0.09 0.06 -0.04* (-2.05)

Food and beverages 0.14 0.10 -0.05* (-2.25)
Textiles & apparel 0.10 0.09 -0.00 (-0.13)
Chem., pharma., rubber 0.18 0.13 -0.06* (-2.46)
Non-metallic minerals 0.06 0.04 -0.02 (-1.18)
Metalworking industry 0.40 0.48 0.08* (2.42)
Wood, paper, furniture 0.09 0.11 0.02 (1.14)
Water & waste 0.03 0.05 0.02 (1.80)

50-99 employees 0.26 0.33 0.07* (2.14)
100-199 employees 0.26 0.27 0.01 (0.50)
200-499 employees 0.27 0.24 -0.03 (-0.94)
500-999 0.12 0.09 -0.02 (-1.21)
1000 and more employees 0.09 0.06 -0.03 (-1.59)

North-West 0.31 0.28 -0.04 (-1.28)
North-Est 0.26 0.21 -0.04 (-1.50)
Center 0.25 0.27 0.02 (0.61)
South and Islands 0.18 0.24 0.06* (2.31)
Observations 500 407 907

Note: The table displays means and standard deviation of key variable by instrumental variable status. Our
instrument is a dummy variable for whether before the crisis the firm had in place fixed-price contracts or
other types of financial instruments that shielded it, at least partially, from the unexpected price increases
that occurred in the second part of the same year. 𝑏 in the second-last column indicates the coefficient of a
regression of a given covariate on the instrument; 𝑡 in the last column is the associated t-test.
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Table 2: Price-elasticity of electricity demand (IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 electricity -0.0286 -0.0237 0.0118 -0.0389 -0.0186 0.00997
[-0.216,0.159] [-0.210,0.163] [-0.172,0.195] [-0.223,0.145] [-0.196,0.159] [-0.169,0.189]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -18.70∗∗∗ -18.73∗∗∗ -18.70∗∗∗ -18.81∗∗∗ -20.17∗∗∗ -19.72∗∗∗
[-22.90,-14.49] [-22.98,-14.48] [-22.92,-14.47] [-23.05,-14.57] [-24.41,-15.94] [-23.99,-15.46]

Observations 848 848 848 848 816 816
K-P F stat 76.14 74.94 75.36 75.81 87.47 82.37
AR confidence set [-.213866, .164186] [-.208103, .168218] [ -.16235, .208286] [ -.22071, .150424] [-.187153, .164218] [-.159609, .201189]
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased quantities of electricity
against semester-on-semester log changes in the average unit price of electricity. Self-generation is excluded as it is not purchased. Given
the log-log specification, the coefficient is directly interpretable as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR
confidence intervals at the bottom of the table are based on Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion
of weak instruments. Column (1) includes no control variables. Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees],
[100-199 employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999 employees], [1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies:
food and beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals, pharma and rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and
furniture; water and waste. Column 4 includes four dummies for geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South
and Islands. Column (5) includes a series of firm-level controls: 2020 sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity,
whether the firm measures emissions, and whether the firm is energy intensive (energivora status). Column (6) includes all of these controls
at the same time.

Table 3: Price-elasticity of gas demand (IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 gas -0.183 -0.179 -0.00607 -0.185 -0.0905 -0.00589
[-0.627,0.261] [-0.606,0.248] [-0.445,0.433] [-0.621,0.250] [-0.515,0.334] [-0.426,0.414]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -14.02∗∗∗ -14.37∗∗∗ -13.56∗∗∗ -14.18∗∗∗ -13.56∗∗∗ -14.18∗∗∗
[-21.62,-6.425] [-22.06,-6.676] [-21.14,-5.974] [-21.73,-6.633] [-23.23,-7.561] [-22.74,-7.073]

Observations 682 682 682 682 315 315
K-P F stat 13.13 13.45 12.32 13.60 14.89 13.96
AR confidence set [-.712454, .327942] [-.688024, .312232] [ -.47612, .570405] [-.704239, .298562] [-.544907, .432417] [-.438845, .545927]
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased quantities of natural gas
against semester-on-semester log changes in the average unit price of natural gas. Given the log-log specification, the coefficient is directly
interpretable as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR confidence intervals at the bottom of the table
are based on Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion of weak instruments. Column (1) includes no
control variables. Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees], [100-199 employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999
employees], [1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies: food and beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals,
pharma and rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and furniture; water and waste. Column 4 includes four
dummies for geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South and Islands. Column (5) includes a series of firm-level
controls: 2020 sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity, whether the firm measures emissions, and whether the
firm belongs to the EU ETS. Column (6) includes all of these controls at the same time.
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Table 4: Price-elasticity of electricity demand for EU ETS firms (IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 electricity -0.00480 0.0443 0.192 0.00278 0.183 0.217
[-0.909,0.899] [-0.915,1.003] [-0.586,0.971] [-0.830,0.836] [-0.972,1.337] [-0.753,1.187]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -18.70∗∗∗ -18.73∗∗∗ -18.70∗∗∗ -18.81∗∗∗ -15.61∗∗∗ -15.88∗∗∗
[-22.90,-14.49] [-22.98,-14.48] [-22.92,-14.47] [-23.05,-14.57] [-22.37,-8.856] [-22.46,-9.289]

Observations 63 63 63 63 63 63
K-P F stat 7.935 7.136 7.533 7.887 5.761 5.004
AR confidence set [-.972588, ... ] [ -.94393, ... ] [ -.64097, 1.68595] [-.922535, 1.53375] [-1.09984, ... ] [-.938669, ... ]
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased electricity against semester-
on-semester log changes in the average unit price of electricity. Self-generation is excluded as it is not purchased. Given the log-log
specification, the coefficient is directly interpretable as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR confidence
intervals at the bottom of the table are based on Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion of weak
instruments. Column (1) includes no control variables. Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees], [100-199
employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999 employees], [1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies: food and
beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals, pharma and rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and furniture;
water and waste. Column 4 includes four dummies for geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South and Islands.
Column (5) includes a series of firm-level controls: 2020 sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity, whether the
firm measures emissions and whether the firm is energy intensive (energivora status). Column (6) includes all of these controls at the same
time.

Table 5: Price-elasticity of gas demand for EU ETS firms (IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 gas -0.789∗∗ -0.715∗∗ -0.548∗ -0.790∗∗ -1.006∗ -0.847∗∗
[-1.547,-0.0314] [-1.426,-0.00295] [-1.133,0.0372] [-1.544,-0.0369] [-2.064,0.0523] [-1.679,-0.0152]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -32.85∗∗∗ -32.28∗∗∗ -28.69∗∗∗ -32.55∗∗∗ -28.31∗∗∗ -25.53∗
[-53.17,-12.53] [-53.51,-11.06] [-49.44,-7.950] [-53.65,-11.45] [-49.07,-7.541] [-51.88,0.812]

Observations 66 66 66 66 65 65
K-P F stat 10.43 9.253 7.667 9.515 7.445 3.810
AR confidence set [-2.15237, -.03904] [-2.05171,-.010138] [ ... , .054931] [-2.23634,-.074963] [ ... ,-.001114] [ ... ,-.158051]
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased natural gas against semester-
on-semester log changes in the average unit price of natural gas. Given the log-log specification, the coefficient is directly interpretable
as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR confidence intervals at the bottom of the table are based on
Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion of weak instruments. Column (1) includes no control variables.
Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees], [100-199 employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999 employees],
[1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies: food and beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals, pharma and
rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and furniture; water and waste. Column 4 includes four dummies for
geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South and Islands. Column (5) includes a series of firm-level controls: 2020
sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity, whether the firm measures emissions and whether the firm is energy
intensive (energivora status). Column (6) includes all of these controls at the same time.
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Table 6: Price-elasticity of electricity demand for energivore firms (IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 electricity -0.0985 -0.102 -0.0220 -0.102 -0.0985 -0.0188
[-0.354,0.157] [-0.362,0.159] [-0.298,0.254] [-0.351,0.148] [-0.354,0.157] [-0.308,0.270]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -26.87∗∗∗ -25.94∗∗∗ -26.25∗∗∗ -27.08∗∗∗ -26.87∗∗∗ -25.00∗∗∗
[-36.00,-17.74] [-35.18,-16.69] [-35.54,-16.95] [-36.35,-17.81] [-36.00,-17.74] [-34.55,-15.45]

Observations 228 228 228 228 228 228
K-P F stat 33.63 30.58 30.97 33.14 33.63 26.63
AR confidence set [ -.36168, .175097] [-.380307, .177164] [-.306515, .284759] [-.368837, .165319] [ -.36168, .175097] [-.316609, .30233]
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased electricity against semester-
on-semester log changes in the average unit price of electricity. Self-generation is excluded as it is not purchased. Given the log-log
specification, the coefficient is directly interpretable as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR confidence
intervals at the bottom of the table are based on Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion of weak
instruments. Column (1) includes no control variables. Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees], [100-199
employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999 employees], [1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies: food and
beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals, pharma and rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and furniture;
water and waste. Column 4 includes four dummies for geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South and Islands.
Column (5) includes a series of firm-level controls: 2020 sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity, whether the
firm measures emissions, whether the firm belongs to the EU ETS and whether the firm is energy intensive (energivora status). Column (6)
includes all of these controls at the same time.

Table 7: Price-elasticity of gas demand for energivore firms (IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 gas -0.238 -0.232 -0.0693 -0.223 -0.238 0.00696
[-0.712,0.235] [-0.767,0.302] [-0.548,0.410] [-0.649,0.203] [-0.712,0.235] [-0.505,0.518]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -19.14∗∗∗ -17.13∗∗ -16.31∗∗ -20.09∗∗∗ -19.14∗∗∗ -15.09∗∗
[-32.77,-5.505] [-30.68,-3.572] [-30.29,-2.327] [-33.85,-6.327] [-32.77,-5.505] [-29.40,-0.792]

Observations 196 196 196 196 196 196
K-P F stat 7.666 6.212 5.294 8.291 7.666 4.336
AR confidence set [-1.10834, .28724] [ ... , .383265] [ ... , .772523] [-.971638, .233407] [-1.10834, .28724] entire grid
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased natural gas against semester-
on-semester log changes in the average unit price of natural gas. Given the log-log specification, the coefficient is directly interpretable
as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR confidence intervals at the bottom of the table are based on
Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion of weak instruments. Column (1) includes no control variables.
Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees], [100-199 employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999 employees],
[1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies: food and beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals, pharma and
rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and furniture; water and waste. Column 4 includes four dummies for
geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South and Islands. Column (5) includes a series of firm-level controls: 2020
sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity, whether the firm measures emissions, whether the firm belongs to the
EU ETS and whether the firm is energy intensive (energivora status). Column (6) includes all of these controls at the same time.
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Table 8: Outcome: percentage change in own price relative to previous year

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
2021 6.60∗∗∗ 5.58∗∗∗ 5.85∗∗∗ 6.52∗∗∗ 5.31∗∗∗ 6.86∗∗∗

(0.86) (0.84) (0.78) (1.23) (1.06) (1.09)
2021 × 𝑍𝑖 -0.08 -0.00 0.39 0.55 1.18 -0.36

(1.09) (1.15) (1.04) (1.53) (1.36) (1.44)
2021 × Energivora status 4.15∗

(2.50)
2021 × 𝑍𝑖 x Energivora status -1.00

(2.89)
2021 × ETS 11.35∗

(6.51)
2021 × 𝑍𝑖 x ETS -8.27

(7.08)
2021 × Energy intensive (cost) 1.48

(2.91)
2021 × 𝑍𝑖 x Energy intensive (cost) -3.35

(3.22)
2021 × Energy intensive (turnover) 5.52∗

(3.14)
2021 × 𝑍𝑖 x Energy intensive (turnover) -5.03

(3.51)
2021 × Large -0.65

(1.80)
2021 × 𝑍𝑖 x Large 0.67

(2.24)
Observations 3948 3948 3948 2832 2885 3948
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents OLS regressions at the firm-level of percentage output price changes in the previous
12 months against firm effects, time effects, time effects interacted with the protection dummy 𝑍𝑖 , time effects
interacted with different firm characteristics (one at the time) and the triple interaction of time effect, firm
characteristics and protection dummy.
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Figures

Figure 1: Price changes relative to previous semester (%)
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Note: The figure presents semester-on-semester percentage price changes for electricity (a) and natural gas
(b), for different types of prices: wholesale (in black) and retail, divided by consumption classes (in scales of
gray). S1 indicates the first semester; S2 indicates the second semester. GWh indicates Gigawatthours and kGJ
indicates thousands of Gigajoules. Data from Eurostat and Italy’s Manager of Energy Markets (GME).

Figure 2: Price changes in the second semester 2021 relative to previous semester (%)
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Note: The figure presents the density of semester-on-semester percentage price changes for both electricity (a)
and natural gas (b), at the firm level (Invind data). For better visualization, histograms are trimmed at the 1st
and 99th percentiles. Vertical lines represent sample means.
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Figure 3: Energy cost / turnover (%)

(a) Level in sem I 2021
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Note: The figure presents the density of the ratio of energy costs to turnover (in percentage points) during the
first semester of 2021 (a) and the density of the change in the same ratio between the 1st and 2nd semester of 2021
(Invind data). Energy includes purchased electricity and natural gas. Self-generated electricity is excluded.
For better visualization, histograms are trimmed at the 1st and 99th percentiles. Vertical lines represent sample
means.

Figure 4: Energy cost / total cost (%)
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Note: The figure presents the density of the ratio of energy costs to total costs (in percentage points) during the
first semester of 2021 (a) and the density of the change in the same ratio between the 1st and 2nd semester of 2021
(Invind data). Energy includes purchased electricity and natural gas. Self-generated electricity is excluded. For
better visualization, histograms are trimmed at the 5th and 95th percentiles. Vertical lines represent sample
means.
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Figure 5: Energy cost incidence from Invind vs. from I-O tables

(a) Average incidence in sector
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(b) Median incidence in sector
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Source: The figure represents a scatterplot of sector-level averages (a) and medians (b) of energy costs to
turnover ratios (from Invind) against energy costs to production ratios, (from input output tables from the
Italian National Institute of Statistics). The labels next to the dots refer to 2-digit NACE codes. The red line is
the 45-degree line.

Figure 6: Industrial energy consumption at the bi-annual frequency

(a) Electricity consumption (b) Natural gas consumption

Source: The figure reports levels of electricity (a) and natural gas (b) consumption for each semester since
2010 and up to the first semester of 2021 for Italy. Sources are the main Italian operator for the transport and
dispatching of natural gas (SNAM) and the Transmission System Operator for electricity (Terna).
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Figure 7: Examples of firms with the instrument switched on or off

Note: examples of the coding of the instrument 𝑍𝑖 based on the question: "At the beginning of 2021, did your firm
own any instruments that protected it, wholly or parly, from energy price increases over the second half of the year?" In
the figure, the arrow begins when a contract is signed and ends when the contract expires.
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Figure 8: Monotonicity of the instrumental variable for electricity and natural gas
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(b) Natural gas
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Note: The left (right) panel shows the cumulative distribution function of semester-on-semester log price
changes of electricity (gas), separately for protected (𝑍𝑖 = 1) and not protected (𝑍𝑖 = 0) firms. Estimates on the
Invind energy sample.

Figure 9: Consumption of natural gas and its substitutes among EU ETS firms

(a) log gas (b) log substitutes (c) log gas + substitutes

Note: the figure reports the coefficients on the interactions between 𝑍𝑖 and year dummies (equation (6)). Each
panel refers to a different outcome: a) the log of gas consumption: b) the log consumption of substitutes of gas
i.e. diesel, coal, heating oil, coke, naphta, gasoline, kerosene, LPG, anthracite, lignite, biofuels in gaseous form
and other residual category fuels; c) log consumption of gas and its substitutes, as previously defined. Shaded
area refers to 90 percent confidence intervals.
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Figure 10: Event-study results for electricity; energivore sample

Note: the figure reports the coefficients on the interactions between 𝑍𝑖 and year-month dummies (equation (7))
alongside with 90% confidence intervals as shaded area. The outcome is log electricity consumption. Each
dot is interpreted as percentage change in electricity consumption relative to June 2021, which is the omitted
category in the time dimension. For reference, we report also the wholesale electricity price (PUN).

Figure 11: Pass-through: interaction between year dummies and dummy for energy intensity

(a) Energivore
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(c) Cost 1
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(d) Cost 2
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Note: the figure reports coefficients on the interaction between a dummy for energy intensity and year dummies
(equation (8)). Four proxies of energy intensity are considered in the four panels: a) energivore; b) ETS; c) firms
in the highest quartile of energy cost over total cost (Cost 1); d) firms in the highest quartile of energy cost over
revenues (Cost 2). The outcome is the percentage change in the price of final goods relative to the previous
year. Bars refer to 90% confidence intervals.
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Figure 12: Pass-through: interaction between year FE, dummy for energy intensity, and 𝑍

(a) Energivore
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(b) ETS
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(c) Cost 1
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(d) Cost 2
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Note: the figure reports coefficients on the triple interaction between a dummy for energy intensity, year
dummies and 𝑍 (equation (8)). Four proxies of energy intensity are considered in the four panels: a) energivore;
b) ETS; c) firms in the highest quartile of energy cost over total cost (Cost 1); d) firms in the highest quartile of
energy cost over revenues (Cost 2). The outcome is the percentage change in the price of final goods relative to
the previous year. Bars refer to 90% confidence intervals.
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Appendix

Appendix A Survey questions
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Appendix B Validation of survey data

In this Appendix we detail the validation procedure implemented to check the quality of
the Invind survey data. Considering that respondents might not be familiar with physical
units of measurement, we verify whether quantities of gas and electricity assume plausible
values. To this end, we rely on two benchmarks to mark observations taking on implausible
values and consequently recover the type of mistake made by the respondent, as described
in the following algorithm.

First, we compute the average unitary price paid by firms for each semester and compare it
with the corresponding average prices recorded by Eurostat for the Italian market. The In-
vind and the Eurostat prices are constructed similarly, as they both include levies and taxes.
However, Eurostat includes all non-household consumers, while we only have industrial
firms with at least 20 employees. Therefore, we adopt a loose criterion and flag only those
observations in which the unit price is not included in a price range defined as half the mini-
mum price and double the maximum of the reference Eurostat statistics across consumption
classes and semesters. Given that our unit prices in the Invind data could be out of the
sensible range either because of mistakes in filling in total expenditure (i.e the numerator)
or the one on the consumption quantity (i.e. the denominator), we also resort to a second
criterion based on the examination of the ratio between energy costs and turnover. We flag
observations above and below the 95th and 5th percentile of the distribution, respectively.
These correspond to cost-turnover ratios above 50 percent and below 0.1 percent, respec-
tively. Combining the two criteria, it is possible reconcile implausible unitary prices with
specific errors in the units of measurement. Table A.1 reports the identified error categories.

In light of the categorization of replies we adjust the units of measurement re-scaling the
values accordingly, as illustrated below. Importantly, respondents displaying an inconsistent
compilation error between the two semesters were dropped from the final sample.

Starting from the replies on natural gas, 74 percent of the observations has values coherent
with both criteria and requires no correction. When both the cost share and the price are
larger than the mentioned thresholds, we correct the cost, re-scaling from euro to thousand
of euro. This fix was implemented in 2 percent of the observations. In almost 19 percent
of the cases the cost share is included in the plausible range, but the price is remarkably
small; hence, we suspect that quantities are measured in thousand of scm and therefore
they shall be divided by one thousand. Two respondents stated very small amounts as they
intended quantities in million scm and gas bills in million euro. After the adjustment, both
criteria were satisfied. The remaining 4.5 percent of gas quantities and cost replies cannot
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Table A.1: Validation of data quality: units of measurement in quantities and expenditure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Natural gas
Cost-share criterion Price-range criterion Expenditure Quantity Prevalence
✓ ✓ ‘000 e scm 74.3%
✗- upper tail ✗- higher price (‘000-fold) e scm 2.2%
✗- upper tail ✗- higher price (milion-fold) e ‘000 scm 0%
✓ ✗- higher price (‘000-fold) ‘000 e ‘000 scm 18.6%
✓ ✗- higher price (milion-fold) ‘000 e million scm 0.1%
✗- lower tail ✗- lower price Million e scm 0.1%
✓ ✗- higher price (II sem. only) ‘000 e ‘000 scm 0.1%
Residual observations 4.5%
Total 100%

Electricity
Cost-share criterion Price-range criterion Expenditure Quantity Prevalence
✓ ✓ ‘000 e Mwh 71.1%
✓ ✗- lower price ‘000 e Kwh 13.7%
✗ ✗- higher price e Mwh 0%
✗ ✓ e Kwh 1.9%
✓ ✗- higher price ‘000 e Gwh 2.2%
✗- lower tail ✓ Million e Gwh 0%
✗- lower tail ✗- lower price Million e Mwh 0%
✗- lower tail ✗- lower price Million e Kwh 0%
Residual observations 11.1%
Total 100%

Note: The table presents the result of the data validation procedure. As respondents might be unfamiliar with
physical units of measurement, we reviewed the plausibility of the expenditure and quantity replies, separately
for electricity and gas. Depending on whether unitary prices satisfy two reference criteria (Column 1 and 2),
observations are sorted into mutually exclusive compilation mistakes. In more details, the two checks allow
us to determine the univocal units of measurement used by the respondent (Column 3 and 4) compatible with
the mistake category. This exercise is performed for both semesters. In case we observe a consistent mistake
across semesters, we rescale the values with the goal of harmonising all observations in terms of thousand of
euro for expenditure, and Mwh and scm for purchased quantities of electricity and natural gas, respectively.
We operate this correction in 17.8 percent of the electricity-related replies and 21.2 percent of the gas-related
replies (Column 5).
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be assigned to any recognizable category, and hence are eliminated from the sample used in
the analyses.

As regards the replies on electricity, in total 71 percent of the respondents answered with
plausible values. For 14 percent of observations the cost criterion is satisfied, but the mean
unitary price does not reach the lower bound of the plausible values, suggesting that quan-
tities may have been measured in Kwh, instead of MWh. Hence for these observations we
divide the quantities by one thousand. In 2 percent of observations in the final sample the
price criterion is respected, but it is evident that both its numerator and denominator have
to be re-scaled by one thousand, as the cost-over-turnover ratio belong in the right tail of the
distribution, indicating electricity bills being measured in euro instead of thousand of euro.
Another 2 percent of the sample is flagged as the price seems exceptionally high, i.e. above
the reference boundary. It returns in the reference range once multiplied by one thousand,
hinting at the fact that electricity was measured in GWh. For 110 companies, corresponding
to 11 percent of the sample, this categorization returned undefined, as we cannot reconcile
the reference values with any mistake pattern and therefore these observations are not in-
cluded in the sample for the analysis. Moreover, we drop 5 observations from the sample, as
the types of compilation errors are inconsistent between the two semesters.

Once we rescaled the units of measurement appropriately, we compare the resulting aver-
age price by consumption class and semester with the corresponding figure obtained from
Eurostat data. Figure A.1 indicates that after the data cleaning process, the prices in our
sample match fairly well the semester-specific average prices published by Eurostat. Next,
we visually inspect whether the distribution of the adjusted and unadjusted observations are
alike. As shown in Figure A.2, one can be reassured that our correction does not deliver odd
alterations in the overall distribution of energy prices, thus suggesting that we have correctly
guessed the exact mistake done by misreporting firms.

As a further test on the quality of our database, one could contrast the reported natural gas
consumption against the same variable measured on administrative data. In doing so, we
rely on data on the annual consumption of energy from fossil fuels (hence also of natural
gas) validated by the Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA) for
the sub-sample of firms regulated under the EU ETS. Figure A.3 indicates a very good match
between the reported quantities for this set of firms.

Along the same lines, we find an accurate correspondence between stated electricity con-
sumption and administrative records from the Fund for Energy and Environmental Services
(CSEA). This validation is possible only for a subset of companies receiving energy subsidies
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Figure A.1: Data validation: comparison against Eurostat data
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Note: the figure reports mean unitary energy prices from the Invind sample (red) and Eurostat (blue) by
semester and consumption class. Eurostat non-household consumption bands account for all taxes and levies
and are categorized as follows; (i) for electrical energy: IA: customers consuming less than 20 MWh; IB: 20
MWh < consumption < 500 MWh; IC: 500 MWh < consumption < 2000 MWh; ID: 2000 MWh < consumption <
20000 MWh; IE: 20,000 MWh < consumption < 70,000 MWh; IF: 70,000 MWh < consumption < 150,000 MWh;
IG: consumption > 150,000 MWh. (ii) for natural gas: I1 : consumption < 1 000 GJ; I2 : 1 000 GJ < consumption
< 10 000 GJ; I3 : 10 000 GJ < consumption < 100 000 GJ; I4 : 100 000 GJ < consumption < 1 000 000 GJ; I5 : 1 000
000 GJ < consumption < 4 000 000 GJ; I6 : consumption > 4 000 000 GJ.

by the Italian government because of their high electricity intensity (energivore firms). Figure
A.4 depicts the semester-specific electricity use of 249 firms according to the two sources of
information.
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Figure A.2: Data validation: comparison of corrected observations

Note: the figure reports the distributions of gas and electricity unitary prices. Own elaboration from Invind
data.
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Figure A.3: Data validation: comparison of gas volumes from administrative data source
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Note: the figure reports consumption of gas volumes (in TJ) for 59 firms present in both the Invind and the
ETS samples. The administrative source of data on firms subject to the EU ETS is the Italian Institute for
Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA).

Figure A.4: Data validation: comparison of electricity volumes from administrative data
source

(a) I semester (b) II semester

Note: the figure reports the consumption volumes of electricity (in GWh) for 249 firms present in both the Invind
sample and the set of energy-intensive companies registered at the Italian Fund for Energy and Environmental
Services (CSEA).
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Appendix C Additional results

Table A.1: Price-elasticity of electricity demand (weighted IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 electricity 0.0158 0.0213 0.0369 0.0192 0.0159 0.0488
[-0.207,0.238] [-0.200,0.243] [-0.183,0.257] [-0.201,0.240] [-0.210,0.242] [-0.177,0.274]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -17.88∗∗∗ -17.86∗∗∗ -17.84∗∗∗ -18.09∗∗∗ -18.56∗∗∗ -18.46∗∗∗
[-23.21,-12.55] [-23.20,-12.52] [-23.18,-12.50] [-23.51,-12.68] [-23.88,-13.24] [-23.81,-13.12]

Observations 848 848 848 848 816 816
K-P F stat 43.34 43.12 43.01 43.01 46.93 45.92
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table reports IV estimates for the price-elasticity of demand for electricity.

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased electricity against semester-
on-semester log changes in the average unit price of electricity. Self-generation is excluded as it is not purchased. Given the log-log
specification, the coefficient is directly interpretable as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR confidence
intervals at the bottom of the table are based on Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion of weak
instruments. Column (1) includes no control variables. Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees], [100-199
employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999 employees], [1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies: food and
beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals, pharma and rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and furniture;
water and waste. Column (4) includes four dummies for geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South and Islands.
Column (5) includes a series of firm-level controls: 2020 sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity, whether the
firm measures emissions, whether the firm belongs to the EU ETS and whether the firm is energy intensive (energivora status). Column (6)
includes all of these controls at the same time. Regressions are weighted using survey weights.

Table A.2: Price-elasticity of gas demand (weighted IV estimates)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Class size FE Sector FE Macroregions FE Controls All

Panel (a) : Demand equation

Δ log𝑃 gas -0.172 -0.141 -0.0845 -0.160 -0.0687 -0.0470
[-0.735,0.390] [-0.696,0.414] [-0.616,0.447] [-0.710,0.391] [-0.631,0.494] [-0.571,0.477]

Panel (b) : First stage estimates

Protected from price increase (0/1) -13.41∗∗∗ -13.51∗∗∗ -13.47∗∗∗ -13.71∗∗∗ -13.93∗∗∗ -14.22∗∗∗
[-23.30,-3.519] [-23.48,-3.547] [-23.35,-3.600] [-23.58,-3.833] [-24.22,-3.644] [-24.61,-3.830]

Observations 682 682 682 682 650 650
K-P F stat 7.085 7.088 7.180 7.430 7.072 7.225
95% confidence intervals in brackets
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table reports IV estimates for the price-elasticity of demand for electricity.

Note: The table presents IV regressions at the firm-level of the semester-on-semester log changes in purchased natural gas against semester-
on-semester log changes in the average unit price of natural gas. Self-generation is excluded as it is not purchased. Given the log-log
specification, the coefficient is directly interpretable as an elasticity. Confidence intervals in panel (a) are based on t-tests. AR confidence
intervals at the bottom of the table are based on Anderson Rubin tests (Andrews et al., 2019) and are robust to the inclusion of weak
instruments. Column (1) includes no control variables. Column (2) includes dummies for five size classes: [50-99 employees], [100-199
employees], [200-499 employees], [500-999 employees], [1000 and more employees]. Column (3) includes 11 sector dummies: food and
beverages; textiles and apparel; chemicals, pharma and rubber; non-metallic minerals; metalworking industry; wood, paper and furniture;
water and waste. Column 4 includes four dummies for geographical macroregions: North-West, North-East, Center, South and Islands.
Column (5) includes a series of firm-level controls: 2020 sales, 2021 employment, whether the firm self-generates electricity, whether the
firm measures emissions, whether the firm belongs to the EU ETS and whether the firm is energy intensive (energivora status). Column (6)
includes all of these controls at the same time. Regressions are weighted using survey weights.
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Table A.3: Outcome: percentage change in own price relative to previous year. Weighted
estimates.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
2021 6.88∗∗∗ 6.23∗∗∗ 6.30∗∗∗ 6.87∗∗∗ 5.82∗∗∗ 6.98∗∗∗

(0.86) (0.85) (0.82) (1.12) (0.99) (1.01)
2021 x Z -0.28 -1.11 0.22 -0.06 0.31 -0.45

(1.10) (1.11) (1.08) (1.47) (1.32) (1.31)
2021 x Energivora 3.08

(2.68)
2021 x Z x Energivora 2.11

(3.15)
2021 x ETS 15.08∗∗

(7.46)
2021 x Z x ETS -13.32∗

(7.91)
2021 x intense (over tot. cost) 1.16

(2.55)
2021 x Z x intense (over tot. cost) -1.10

(3.14)
2021 x intense (over turnover) 5.34∗

(2.84)
2021 x Z x intense (over turnover) -2.77

(3.46)
2021 x Large -0.50

(1.84)
2021 x Z x Large 0.79

(2.28)
Observations 3948 3948 3948 2832 2885 3948
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01

Note: The table presents OLS regressions at the firm-level of percentage output price changes in the previous
12 months against firm effects, time effects, time effects interacted with the protection dummy 𝑍𝑖 , time effects
interacted with different firm characteristics (one at the time) and the triple interaction of time effect, firm
characteristics and protection dummy. Regressions are weighted by survey weights.
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